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As you all are aware, new major requirements
begin starting next fall! They are as follows!
Required Units: 11 -> 10 Units
101 No longer Counts Towards Major
OS & Compilers -> OS or Compilers*
2 Electives & Intensive -> 3 Electives*
*(OS or Compilers count as electives if not taken
as required) 

SELFIES WITH PETE
WINNER!!
After an unbridling amount of
deliberation amongst the CSMC,
we have found our semesterly
Selfies with Pete winner!! Since
they submitted this stellar photo
to our left, Tahareem Ali  will be
winning a custom mug with this
very selfie engraved onto it!
Congratulations to you and be on
the lookout for your prize!

MAJOR CHANGES

In our first issue of 2024, we asked one of the most
divisive questions in the department... 
which path is shorter to Sanders Physics? The one
by New England or by Sanders Classroom?
We have both what the people thought and the
stats and methods coming to you on the next
page!!

VIEW THE FULL MAJOR/
CORRELATE REQUIREMENT

CHART OVER AT
CS.VASSAR.EDU/DEPGRAPH
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The CSMC spent months deliberating how to
formally calculate this distance. Walking?

Running? Biking? BFS or DFS? Stack or Queue?
We eventually settled on two very scientifically

algorithmic approaches... 
leapfrogs and individual (Dafne) foots.

When our brave Vice Chair Abby and Events
Manager Dafne were tasked to complete a

series of leapfrogs to and from both paths, we
found...

New England: 107 Leapfrogs
Sanders Classroom: 84 Leapfrogs

Dafne then took a sole *pun* trek across both
paths, to find it took

New England: 542 Dafne Foots
Sanders Classroom: 462 Dafne Foots

The PATH
POLL RESULTS...

Our final results from our study
concluded that of the Computer
Science Majors and Correlates
questioned about which path was
shorter...

68 % said New England...
32% said Sanders Classroom
But does the voice of our native computer
scientists match up to reality?

THE UNDENIABLE DATA

With the most conclusive evidence, here are some fun facts
about our sample survey population...

Most Sanders Classroom truthers were the oldest
child,
Most SC-ers also happen to go to Root above the other
Deece stations, compared most of the Home-rs on the
New England side
A sweeping majority of the 2026 class sample voted in favor
of the New England path compared to other classes
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SANDERS IS THE WAY TO GO!


